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Periodic structures in a biaxial nematic phase
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In this work experimental and theoretical results will be used to show that under convenient conditions;
appropriated geometry, well chosen boundary conditions, and suitable external fields, the elastic and dynamic
behavior of a sample of a biaxial nematic liquid crystal can become similar to the one observed on usual
uniaxial nematic liquid crystals. It is shown that this result can be used to determine the values of some
combinations of the rheologic parameters of the biaxial phase.
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In this work it is shown that when a sample of a biax
nematic liquid crystal~BNLC! @1# is submitted to appropri-
ate conditions, to be described below, it can present the
namic and static behaviors characteristic of uniaxial nem
liquid crystals~UNLC! @2#. That is, it will be shown that it is
possible to prepare a biaxial material in such a way that
rheological parameters, elastic constants, and viscosity c
ficients, become mixed in such a way that the macrosco
behavior determined by these quantities can be mappe
the corresponding ones of an UNLC. To present an exp
mental evidence of this property, we have submitted a p
pared biaxial material to a magnetic field perpendicular
the direction of one of the directors, which was previou
homogeneously aligned. Under these conditions we have
served the arising of magnetic walls with characterist
similar to the ones observed in a common uniaxial mate
@3#. We believe that this property would be important to me
sure combinations of rheological parameters of a BN
sample. Up to our knowledge this is the first observation
these structures in a biaxial material. Ahead, theoretical
experimental justifications of these results will be presen

The biaxial nematic phase is characterized by three
thogonal axes of symmetry,lW, mW , andnW , fixed in the micelle
@4,5#. Nevertheless, these three axes are not independent
enough to fix two of them and the third one will be automa
cally determined. That is, they are connected by the ort
normal relation,

l i l j1mimj1ninj5d i j . ~1!

With the use of this relation the biaxial order parameter@6#
Qi j

b 52 1
3 (S2T) l i l j2

1
3 (S1T)mimj1

2
3 Sninj , that depends

on lW, mW , andnW , may be reduced toQi j
b 51/3(S2T)(3ninj

2d i j )22/3T(mimj2ninj ), where the dependence onlW was
eliminated. Now, suppose that through the use of so
physical process one can be sure that the direction of on
these three axes,lW by example, is homogeneously fixed
the entire sample in such a way that the rotations of all m
ecules becomes limited to the plane given by the axesmW and
nW . As a result of this additional restriction no more two d
rectors,mW and nW , are necessary to describe the planar ro
tion of the molecules; only one is enough. Consequently,
~1! can be rewritten as
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mimj1ninj5
2

3
d i j , ~2!

and the directornW , for example, becomes sufficient to d
scribe the order parameter of such configuration. Using
relation an immediate computation shows that

Qi j
b 5

1

9
~3S1T!~3ninj2d i j !. ~3!

So, whenlW is homogeneously fixed in the entire samp
the order parameter of a planar BNLC becomes reduce
the form of an order parameter of a uniaxial material. No
on, a biaxial configuration in which one of the directors
maintained fixed will be named as biaxial planar configu
tion ~BPC!. An important aspect of this equivalence is th
under these conditions all physical properties of a biax
material, which are uniquely determined by the order para
eter given by Eq.~3!, would present a behavior similar to a
uniaxial material. Consequently, in a BPC, the elastic a
dynamic behavior of a biaxial material would be analogo
to the ones given by the usual uniaxial theories@7,8#. For
instance, the free energy of any nematic liquid crystal wo
be given by the sum of the spatial derivatives of the or
parameter@9#,

Fe5Labg~rW !]aQbg1Labgmnr~rW !@]aQbg]mQnr#

1Labgm~rW !]a]bQgm , ~4!

hence, as in a BPC the order parameter assumes a uni
form, the elastic properties resulting from the minimizati
of this free energy must be indistinguishable from the on
resulting from an uniaxial problem. That is, the simple o
servation of the elastic properties of a sample in a B
would not give any indication of its biaxial nature.

Let us give an explicit example of how the expressions
elastic free energy of UNLC and BNLC can becomes ela
cally similar. The bulk elastic properties of a UNLC are d
scribed by the uniaxial Frank elastic free energy density@2#
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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Fu5
1

2
$Ku1~¹W •nW !21Ku2~nW •¹W 3nW !21Ku3~nW 3¹W 3nW !2%,

~5!

whereKu1 , Ku2, andKu3 are the uniaxial elastic constants
splay, twist, and bend. The subscriptu was introduced to
remember that these coefficients describes uniaxial ela
constants. Otherwise, the corresponding biaxial elastic
energy is given by@9#

Fb5
1

2
$Kb1~¹W •nW !21Kb2~¹W •mW !21Kb3~nW •¹W 3nW !2

1Kb4~mW •¹W 3mW !21Kb5~nW 3¹W 3nW !21Kb6~mW 3¹W 3mW !2

1Kb7@nW •~mW 3¹W 3mW !#21Kb8@mW •~nW 3¹W 3nW !#2

1Kb9@mW •$¹W 3~nW 3mW !%#21Kb10@nW •$¹W 3~mW 3nW !%#2

1Kb11@¹W 3~mW 3nW !#21Kb12@¹W •~mW 3nW !#2%, ~6!

whereKbi$ i 51, . . . ,12% are twelve biaxial elastic constant
To show that in a BPC these two expressions become equ
lent, we consider a uniaxial nematic phase in planar confi
ration described by the director components,

nW 5~cosu,sinu,0!. ~7!

Substitute these components in the uniaxial elastic ene
given, by Eq.~5!, and take into account the magnetic fie
coupling term, getting

Fu5
1

2
Ku2~]zu!21

1

2
~]xu!2$Ku1sin2u1Ku3cos2u%

1
1

2
~]yu!2$Ku1cos2u1Ku3sin2u%1~Ku32Ku1!

3]xu ]yu cosu sinu2
1

2
xaH2sin2u. ~8!

Now, consider that in the BNLC the directorlW is fixed in
the entire sample pointing to theeW z direction. Under such
conditionnW andmW would be given by

nW 5~cosu,sinu,0!,

mW 5~2sinu,cosu,0!. ~9!

Substituting this in Eq.~6! and including the magnetic field
coupling term, one arrives at
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Fb5
1

2
~Kb31Kb4!~]zu!21

1

2
~]xu!2$~Kb11Kb6

1Kb7!sin2u1~Kb21Kb51Kb8!cos2u%

1
1

2
~]yu!2$~Kb11Kb61Kb7!cos2u1~Kb21Kb5

1Kb8!sin2u%1@Kb21Kb51Kb82~Kb11Kb6

1Kb7!#]xu ]yu cosu sinu2
1

2
xa

bH2sin2u. ~10!

With the changes in the elastic constants

Kb21Kb51Kb8↔Ku1 ,

Kb31Kb4↔Ku2 ,

Kb11Kb61Kb7↔Ku3 , ~11!

one observes that Eq.~8! and Eq.~10! become identical. So
this transformation realizes the equivalence announced
Eq. ~5! and, additionally, shows how the elastic constants
the biaxial nematic is mapped on a uniaxial nematic.

Once established the correspondence of the static s
tures that would appear in the BPC with the structures o
UNLC, we must remember that the hydrodynamic behav
of a BPC would also be equivalent to the one expected fr
some UNLC. This demonstration is simple. In the hydrod
namic equations the parameter describing the anisotrop
the material is the viscosity stress tensors i j . According to
Govers and Vertogen@6#, this parameter can be compute
through a derivative of Rayleigh’s dissipation function,s i j
5]D/](] ivj ), whereD consist of all independent invariant
that can be constructed from] ivj , d i j , Qi j , and] tQi j . Con-
sequently, as in this equation the unique parameter dis
guishing the BNLC from the UNLC is the order paramet
Qi j , and as in this case they have a formal identity, all
hydrodynamics of the BPC would also be equivalent to
one of some UNLC.

In order to give an empiric support to this equivalence
lyotropic mixture of potassium laurate, in a BPC, was su
mitted to elastic and dynamic experiments, in such a w
that results could be compared with the known results
uniaxial materials. The mixture@1,10# was prepared with the
following concentrations in weight percent: potassium la
rate ~KL:25.30!, decanol~DeOH:6.24!, and (D2O:68.46).
The nematic phases were determined by optical microsc
and optical birefringence measurements performed throu
Berek compensator@5#, which presents the following se
quence: I RE2ND(13.8 °C), ND2NB(18.6 °C), NB
2NC(21.2 °C), andNC2I (40.3 °C). The optical birefrin-
genceDn as a function of temperature, near theND2NB
2NC2I phase transitions, is presented in Fig. 1. As one
see from Fig. 1, the temperature range of the biaxial nem
phase is around 2.6 °C. This result is in agreement with
phase diagrams reported in the literature@1,10#, and it is also
1-2
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consistent with optical birefringence measurements p
formed on the similar lyotropic mixtures@5,11#. The sample
was encapsulated in flat glass microslides of 0.2 mm th
ness, width is 2.5 mm, and length is 2 cm and placed in a
stage (MK200) device. The temperature was controlled b
Heto circulating temperature bath, stable within 0.01 K. T
laboratory frame axes are defined with the boundary surfa
parallel to thexy plane andeW z is the axis normal to the
biggest surface of the microslide@11#. To obtain the geom-
etry of the BPC the sample was submitted, during so
hours, to a magnetic field (;10 kG) that completely align
one direction of the director,nW by assumption, along theeW x
direction. This procedure is justified by the result of Sau
@1#, which discovered that the principal diamagnetic susc
tibilities satisfies the relationsx1.x2.x3. Consequently,
the strong magnetic field aligns the director along the dir
tion of x1, which is assumed as the direction of the direc
nW . Furthermore, to obtain the alignment along the other
rection a very thin sample has been used, in such a way
along theeW z direction the alignment is induced by the boun
ary conditions, and the directorlW becomes parallel to the
surface direction. Additionally, birefringence measureme
have been made to give further assurance that at the tem
ture, concentration, and geometry utilized, the system is
tually in a biaxial phase. When a good alignment is achiev
the magnetic field alongeW x axis is switched off and a fixed
strength controlled magnetic field is apllied along theeW y axis.
Some of the patterns observed after the application of s
magnetic field are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. The structure of
these biaxial patterns, shape and sequence, is similar with
structures observed in the UNLC@12#. The relaxation time of
these configurations happens in a slow process@13#, and after
about 7 h in the presence of the magnetic field, the wa
begin the process of formation of the closed elliptical loo
@14# observed in the Fig. 2~c!.

An important aspect of this experiment is that to be
accord with the theoretical considerations described ab

FIG. 1. BirefringenceDn as a function of the temperature of th
KL-DeOH-D2O system.ND , NB , NC , and I are discotic nematic,
biaxial nematic, calamitic nematic, and isotropic phases, res
tively.
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we need be sure that during all the experiment the directlW

is aligned with theeW z direction. The major evidence of thi
alignment is in fact indirect, but it is given by the prop
existence of these structures~magnetic walls! in a biaxial
material. To understand the reason of this affirmation
physical origin of the magnetic walls must be consider

c-

FIG. 2. Structures observed at the polarizing microscope al

the eW z axis between crossed polarizers, magnification350, in the

presence of magnetic field;4.0 kG along theeW y axis. The biaxial
nematic sample atT519.5 °C is 45° from thex axis: ~a! after a
time of exposureDte to the magnetic field of 20 min;~b! the mag-
netic walls begin to lose their regularity atDte;2 h; ~c! the walls
begin the process of formation of closed elliptical loops afterDte

;7 h.
1-3
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These patterns are very well known in uniaxial nematic l
uid crystals and, as it was demonstrated by Lomberget al.
@3#, they are consequence of the simultaneous action of
elastic and hydrodynamic physics of uniaxial nemati
Namely, in uniaxial NLC they are result of the application
a magnetic field that, breaking the symmetry of the initia
uniformly aligned director, simultaneously provokes a ro
tion of the director and fluid flow of the nematic material.
is important to observe that such director rotation is entir
contained in the plane determined by the initial orientation
the director~directioneW x) and the direction of the magneti
field used to break the initial symmetry~directioneW y). Con-
sequently, rotations changing the planar configuration are
allowed. If these same considerations are applied to a bia
material, prepared as described above, the fact that the
served patterns are in correspondence with those observ
a uniaxial material~with the same spatial and temporal o
der! lead us to conclude that they have suffered from
same physical process occurred in the uniaxial sample
as a immediate consequence, the molecular rotation only
curred in the plane formed by the directions of the magn
field and the initial director alignment. Consequently, on
the direction of the directorsmW andnW have changed, leaving
e
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the director lW fixed. This is exactly the condition for the
application of our theoretical arguments. Consequently,
observation of some these structures in a biaxial sam
gives a strong evidence that under the conditions of the
periment the biaxial system is presenting a static and
namic behavior typical of a uniaxial system.

So, using the equivalence stated in Eq.~11! it is easy to
demonstrate that the ratio between the majora and minorb
axes of the ellipse is given bya/b5@(Kb11Kb7
1Kb6)/(Kb21Kb81Kb5)#1/2, allowing a direct measure
ment of this ratio between the elastic constants of the bia
material. Our experimental results point up for the ra
a/b;1.3. New experiments, with another experimental te
nicque, are required to investigate these elastic consta
Concluding, we have proposed that it is possible to arrang
biaxial sample of a lyotropic nematic liquid crystal in such
way that its elastic and dynamical properties can be map
in the behavior of a uniaxial sample. A sample of a biax
material has been used to experiment this property and,
the use such mapping, the ratio between some elastic
stants of the biaxial material has been evaluated.
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